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Idea management software helps enterprises to collect ideas from

their staff members, assess those ideas, quickly deploy them to the

market, and improve productivity. The tool encourages a

decentralized innovation environment in the company. It allows you

to shortlist the brightest ideas along with high level representatives,

and track the progress of the implementation of the suggestions.

With idea management software, you can collect ideas from your

employees on how to tackle business challenges. It offers an

innovation platform for your staff to collaborate on business

transformation and implement a robust and transparent innovation

management process. To get the best deal, look for an idea

management solution that offers must-have features such as

customization for your organization’s needs, robust workflow

process, ideation and collaboration, gamification, and seamless

integration.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Idea Management Software based on

the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT BRIGHTIDEA

Brightidea’s mission is to maximize
the potential for people around the
world to innovate. Brightidea's
Enterprise Innovation
Management software enables
organizations to achieve their
highest potential by fully
harnessing the creative capacity of
their people through
crowdsourcing, crowdfunding and
unique innovation management
tools. It’s what Brightidea calls
People Powered Innovation. Based
in San Francisco, Brightidea has
worked with over 300 leading
global brands to achieve tens of
millions of dollars of financial
innovation impact.

53
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Featured Testimonials

The greatest asset BT has is its people. Our role is to provide a mechanism for BT people to
express their ingenuity, and the New Ideas Scheme has been instrumental to achieving that
goal. We’re constantly trying to improve that capability for our employees and maximize the
benefit for our customers.

JOHN NEVINS
HEAD OF INNOVATION CONSULTING, BT PLC

Brightidea remains the clear market leader and the only vendor that
can fully support our diverse innovation management needs.

NICK SELK
INNOVATION PROGRAM MANAGER, CISCO

Brightidea's innovation platform helps us maintain our global
leadership in customer experience and service excellence.

JOE LOCANDRO
CIO, CATHAY PACIFIC

Brightidea was the best choice for CLP. Their software is quick and easy
to implement and provides the flexible functions we were looking for.

JOE LOCANDRO
DIRECTOR OF GROUPIT, CHINA LIGHT & POWER

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT IDEASCALE

IdeaScale is the largest
cloud-based innovation software
platform in the world with more
than 25,000 customers and 4.5
million users. The software allows
organizations to involve the
opinions of public and private
communities by collecting their
ideas and giving users a platform
to vote. The ideas are then
evaluated, routed, and
implemented, making IdeaScale
the engine of crowd-powered
innovation. IdeaScale’s client roster
includes the Cleveland Cavaliers,
Doctors Without Borders, Freddie
Mac, Marriott Vacations
Worldwide, NASA, the United Way,
the US Air Force, and many others.
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Featured Testimonials

With IdeaScale, not only did we find a successful product, but we also experienced great
customer service. IdeaScale’s team is helpful in learning the back-end of the technology,
understanding the project lifecycle and its challenges, and is responsive to questions and
concerns.

JARED ODESSKY
VP COMMUNICATIONS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

IdeaScale provided a cost-effective platform that allowed us to get our initial
pilot up and running quickly and it proved to be such a simple and flexible
platform that we were glad to bring it forward into new phases of the lifecycle.

GARY ROSENFELD
PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE DIRECTOR, BAYADA HOME HEALTH CARE

I think IdeaScale presents a unique opportunity to government agencies. It offers them the
prospect of directly communicating with their citizens and the IdeaScale platform is such a
userfriendly interface that it allows any civilian the chance to truly engage with their
government. It’s an incredibly important relationship to establish.

HALEY VANDYCK
DIRECTOR OF CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

One of the best things about the IdeaScale solution is that it saves the team both time and debate on
identifying new features for each upcoming release. We know what’s important to include as well as why. It
is a place for people to constantly add and suggest new feedback and we’ve found that it’s a great way to
communicate with others about why we implement those changes.

SHANE LOVELLETTE
PRODUCT MANAGER, TECHSMITH

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT QMARKETS

For more than 10 years, Qmarkets
has developed a reputation for
delivering the most comprehensive
innovation software in the world.
With renowned customers such as
Ford, McDonald's & Lufthansa,
Qmarkets offers a wide selection of
best-practice templates, alongside
intuitive self-admin tools for easy
configuration. Recognized by
leading analysts and offering a full
suite of crowdsourcing products,
Qmarkets is perfectly positioned to
help enterprise companies
transform ideas into results.
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Featured Testimonials

Intuitiveness is the hallmark of Qmarkets' idea management tool - we are
pleasantly surprised to have not received a single support request from our
end users since company-wide launch of the tool.

DINAKAR DEVIREDDY
HEAD INNOVATION & KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT, CYIENT

The Qmarkets platform makes it easy to run hackathons, tournaments, and multiple innovation
campaigns at scale. When embedded within an organization, it enables every brain to be
brought into the game to generate value from new ideas. With the Qmarkets platform, leaders
can relentlessly drive growth, productivity, and innovation ROI.

DP PRAKASH
GLOBAL HEAD OF INNOVATION, GLOBAL FOUNDRIES

The Qmarkets platform has made it easy for us to organize and optimize our innovation
workflows on a single, user-friendly platform. In addition to helping us develop strategies that
bring together the scientific, technical, and administrative sides of our mission, it’s ideal for
helping us discover ways to optimize day-to-day working processes across departments.

THIBAUT SIEGMANN
HEAD KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AT FMI, FRIEDRICH MIESCHER INSTITUTE

Qmarkets’ platform allows us to streamline and amplify our innovation
management processes, and we’re extremely pleased with the ideas and
engagement levels it has generated so far.

ARIANE AFFOLTER
PROJECT MANAGER OF CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT, BERNMOBIL

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SPIGIT

Spigit is the leader in
crowdsourced innovation
management software, with more
than 6 million users across 170
countries. They bring an industry
leading ideation management
platform that scales across an
enterprise to surface the best
ideas. The Spigit platform is backed
by proprietary crowd science
algorithms and a proven
methodology that together deliver
bottom line business results.
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Featured Testimonials

We wanted to figure out how to encourage people to elevate ideas. Spigit helps us with
that, speeding up ideas and getting more of the community to see what is going on,
vote thumbs up or down, and help decide which ideas to react to first.

JIM WASHBURN
REGIONAL MANAGER, DPR CONSTRUCTION

When we were looking at Spigit, there were two things that got our attention.
The first was the ability of the software to integrate into our technology, and
the second was the platform's ability to scale up for a global organization.

SUSAN ANDREWS
HEAD OF INNOVATION, CITI

Being able to bring our employees, customers and the general public into the innovation
process allows us to harness the very best ideas and make sustainable living a reality. Spigit
gives us a platform to scale innovation and allows us to leverage that collective knowledge that
leads to great ideas being surfaced and implemented for a #BrightFuture.

JEREMY BASSET
HEAD OF UNILEVER FOUNDRY, UNILEVER

By using an innovation platform that connects people and ideas, we have a system in place to
encourage and capture new ideas. We are then able to create diverse teams around those
concepts, helping UnitedHealthcare to radically transform innovation engagement and
enhance the health care system.

GREG HICKS
DIRECTOR IT, OPEN AND COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION, UNITEDHEALTH GROUP

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CROWDICITY

Crowdicity is a leader in innovation
and idea management software.
Their social software empowers
some of the world's top
organizations to harness the idea
and creativity of their people to
discover new perspectives, insights
and opportunities. Crowdicity is a
fast growing social innovation
company. They are agile, they are
creative, focused and they love
what they do and they are
obsessed with helping their
customers discover better ways of
doing things and become better
innovators.
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Featured Testimonials

The Crowdicity platform will help us to achieve two key priorities - enhancing the way we engage with stakeholders, and
delivering exceptional customer experience. The system's ease-of-use and functionality will make it a breeze to collaborate
with start-ups, government and industry on key projects, and to garner feedback on how people want to transact with us in
the future. Thank you Crowdicity for bringing us one step closer to achieving our vision!

REBECCA PRIOR
INNOVATION MANAGER, LANDGATE

This platform enables people to connect in a way that wasn't possible before. I've never seen a
tool like this, I think it's a really positive tool that's made a real difference. We want to generate
ideas, we want to make change happen and we want to make staff feel connected and to really
help us drive what the future in this Trust looks like.

SALMA YASMEEN
DIRECTOR OF STRATEGY, SOUTH WEST YORKSHIRE PARTNERSHIP NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

With Crowdicity, we were modernising our approach to better fit with the way our staff and
customers prefer to consume and share information. It gave us a chance to rebrand our
innovation department, generate increased awareness of innovation and have a fresh start to
our innovation efforts.

YVONNE BRILL
VICE PRESIDENT OF INNOVATION, ZITTER HEALTH INSIGHTS

Crowdicity has given us one central place where we can continuously collect and assess ideas
from across our global organisation. It helps us take advantage of the numerous great ideas
within our own company, using our teams’ expertise to innovate and solve real business
problems.

CHARLOTTE WOOD
HEAD OF OPEN INNOVATION AND FINTECH ALLIANCES, SCHRODERS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT EXAGO

Exago Smart - the leading
collaborative innovation software
connects you to your people's
ideas when you need them the
most. The US-patented solution
activates your workforce's
collective intelligence to speed up
business transformation. Trusted
by Fortune500 and top firms,
Exago Smart is used by clients such
as Barclays, Liberty, Ageas,
Unilever and Carrefour. Available
in app and desktop version, Exago
also offers solutions and services
to support companies open
innovation programmes.
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Featured Testimonials

Exago’s platform has been key, since 2009, in engaging our employees in our innovation culture
and business strategy, allowing us to collect thousands of ideas – on how the company can
enhance its efficiency and performance, reduce costs and improve customer experience.

DALILA MARTINS
HEAD OF ORGANISATIONAL COMMUNICATION, ALTICE PORTUGAL

Exago allowed us to tap into the entrepreneurial mindset within the company in a fun way.
People are now able to capitalize and exchange ideas, exchange comments and really tackle the
company’s main business challenges in a positive and constructive way while using an agile
approach to it.

NUNO HORTA
INNOVATION MANAGER, AGEAS

The decision to choose Exago came about because this solution combines software
and associated value-added services with a rapid and effective response to the process
of collecting, assessing and implementing innovative ideas.

ISMAEL PULIDO
R&D PORTFOLIO MANAGER, ENDESA

Very impressed with the overall service and functionality. The ability to have multiple idea
selection criteria is what really sets this software apart. It allows you to tailor the experience in a
way other platforms do not. It's also very intuitive and does a great job of organizing the
artifacts so that they all get a fair viewing.

NICK KARP
INNOVATION LEAD, BARCLAYS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HYPE INNOVATION

HYPE Innovation provides software
and services for idea and
innovation managers to use the
collective intelligence of
employees, customers, and
partners. They help organizations
to generate additional revenue, to
become more efficient, and to
empower and connect people.
HYPE offers more than 16 years of
experience, working with many
clients for over a decade. Their
software goes well beyond ideation
and offers robust post-campaign
management and funnel analytics
to ensure a quick and measurable
implementation of ideas.
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Featured Testimonials

Our first idea campaign was a big success. The platform was very well received
and we gained many valuable ideas and comments. Some of the ideas will
boost our efficiency dramatically.

SEBASTIAN AYUB
CEO, BST CORP

In terms of ROI on IdeaWave, we can easily show just from the initial projects that it’s paid for itself many
times over. But this is not the way we are looking at it, rather this is about better ways of working, better
ways to function operationally, better ways to share best practices and information that just isn’t shared
widely today. It’s an essential component for our goals around dialogue and collaboration.

BOB NEUHARD
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, UC SAN DIEGO

HYPE offers a way for all our employees from anywhere in the company, even those without a
formal education, to share their ideas. The tool is highly configurable and maps to the way we
want to work, ensuring those precious ideas make it to the right place and through to
implementation.

REBECA RIVERA
INNOVATION & KAIZEN MANAGER, CASA PELLAS

Our partner, HYPE, has given us the ability to engage innovation professionals on all
levels of innovation, quickly ensuring that the highest quality ideas make it into our
innovation programs, no matter where in the world or which division they come from.

MARTIN ERTL
CHIEF INNOVATION OFFICER, BOMBARDIER

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MINDMEISTER

MindMeister is a collaborative
mind mapping and information
visualization tool allowing
individuals from around the world
to work together solving problems,
exploring new ideas, and
innovating the future. They have
made it their mission to inspire
creativity in business, education
and daily life by developing the
most innovative and easy to use
software tools.
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Featured Testimonials

We could also use Google Documents, but using mind maps is more visually
attractive and easier to understand, as agendas, decisions, opinions,
everything is connected in one map.

HORIE
MARKETING MANAGER, CHATWORK CO., LTD

MindMeister is a powerful tool to represent your creative thoughts and
ideas and communicate them to others.

STEPHEN BARHAM
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, HARVEY JOHN

The MindMeister add-on in Google Hangouts adds a visual element to our
discussions that lets us communicate our ideas more clearly and ensures
everyone is always on the same page.

PETER BENKÖ
CO-FOUNDER AND IOS DEVELOPER, RISER

The fact the tools are accessible from anywhere, on any device, means
we can easily keep everyone on the same page.

BRADLEY ELLISON
DIRECTOR AND GENERAL MANAGER, EQUITEM

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT WAZOKU

Wazoku is the UK's leading
collaborative idea management
software company empowering
enterprise, public sector and third
sector organisations to innovate
and achieve their corporate goals
through structured, managed,
measured and sustainable
collaborative idea management,
innovation and employee
engagement programmes.
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We have some lofty objectives for the West of England AHSN and see Idea Spotlight as a key tool in helping to achieve those.
We need to engage a diverse audience from a large geographical area and connect the network together. Idea Spotlight is
an ideal way to do this – it makes it easy for us to capture and test ideas, promote opportunities and challenges, and
engage across organisational, sector and geographic boundaries.

DEBORAH EVANS
MANAGING DIRECTOR, WEST OF ENGLAND AHSN

Wazoku’s Idea Spotlight made it easy to keep the process contained and
organised in one place. It served as a centralised hub for the project to be
administered and to engage our network.

MAYA HENDERSON
CO-CHAIR, LEGACY COMMITTEE, US GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL- LOS ANGELES

We are looking forward to partnering with Wazoku to build on our experience of delivering and
managing an innovative idea management programme. MOD is proud of the commitment and
dedication demonstrated by our people, and through Wazoku’s idea management solution we
will ensure that the MOD continues to recognise and reward that dedication.

STUART LAWS
DEFENCE INNOVATION - IDEAS, MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

Idea Spotlight helped us generate a large amount of ideas in a short space of
time. It made it simple to choose which ideas to take forward; we could gauge
opinion from the team and capture their feedback easily.

SHAUN PELSER
HEAD OF CONSUMER PLANNING: EUROPE INNOVATION, DIAGEO

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HEDGEHOG LAB

hedgehog lab is a global
technology consultancy that
specialises in multi-platform
software and connected device
innovation. We architect, design,
develop, and market augmented
reality, virtual reality, mixed reality
and other digital solutions for
phones, tablets, and connected
devices. We help global brands &
enterprises prepare for a future
dominated by emerging
technologies. Founded as a pure
play consultancy in 2010, and with
offices in London, Newcastle upon
Tyne, Boston, Austin, India and
Copenhagen, hedgehog lab has a
team that is growing rapidly by
focusing on delivering great digital
experiences and campaigns to
clients across the globe. hedgehog
lab has architected and developed
mobile solutions and software for
clients like News International,
Channel 4, AkzoNobel, The
Financial Times, Reckitt Benckiser
plc, Booths, Statoil, Santander,
Mitsubishi, Thales, Gain …

39
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hedgehog lab's design and development expertise speaks for itself, but their
in-depth user research and testing played a large part in delivering an
inclusive and elegant digital experience.

SAVANNAH DE SAVARY
CEO AND FOUNDER, BUILT-ID

We're very impressed with the work that they've done for us. hedgehog lab's
design skills shone through, and they've built something that has a very nice
feel to it. The app is very slick and works very well.

CO-FOUNDER
1UP

Working with hedgehog lab has been a huge success. The team has provided a raft of
innovative ideas and advice throughout the process. They’ve been an invaluable asset in helping
us take this significant step on our app journey with world-class design and UX.

ADAM MCINTOSH
HEAD OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT, LEISURE PASS GROUP

hedgehog lab really stood out from all the agencies that pitched to us due to their focus on
Innovation and R&D. Their understanding of multi-platform technologies like HTML5 and their
design credentials really impressed us. We are pleased with the results.

DAVINIA POWELL
HEAD OF DIGITAL PUBLISHING & MARKETING, FINANCIAL TIMES
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ABOUT CANNY

Canny helps teams listen to their
users to build better products.
Canny is a simple way to collect &
organize user feedback. Canny
uses data to be confident that
you’re building the right things and
impress your users by simply
listening to what they have to say
and also understand what your
users want without 1:1
conversations.
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The magic really happens when we can interact one-to-many with Canny. The
feedback platform has been a life changer for customer success.

ZEB EVANS
FOUNDER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CLICKUP

Managing feature requests from our thousands of customers was something I
spent a lot of time on. Canny has enabled me to focus back on my job.

DAVID REED
HEAD OF SALES AND CUSTOMER SUCCESS, README

Many people specifically say in reviews that I'm good at responding to
feedback and adding requested features – Canny was a big part of that
perception.

DAN LEVEILLE
CREATOR, DODODEX

Canny has been a great, simple, low effort way for React Native to
understand the needs of a large group of users.

KEVIN LACKER
ENGINEERING MANAGER, FACEBOOK
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ABOUT IDEA DROP

Supercharge your innovation
pipeline by harnessing the
collective brainpower of your
employees to solve business
challenges faster. Hundreds of
thousands of employees across
more than 500 cities globally are
using Idea Drop to realize millions
of pounds in cost savings every
year. Give your team a lightweight
yet powerful innovation
management solution that is
trusted by leading companies,
including Anglo American, Metro
AG, Post Office & Met Police. Runs
on web and mobile.
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A great tool for encouraging collaborative innovation. Easy to use and encourages interaction
on ideas that are raised within the company. It automatically does the job of reviewing and
filtering out the best (and most relevant) ideas and doubles up as a communication tool.
Excellent collaboration between employees.

STEVE SWINDELL
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR, XODUS GROUP

Idea Drop is an excellent tool which allows us to engage with our staff
at every level and provide them with effective feedback.

PAUL MARTIN
CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT, METROPOLITAN POLICE

Idea Drop helps empower employees and unify a team around specific goals. The team enjoys
being able to contribute ideas, knowing that successfully implemented ideas contribute
significantly to their individual job roles as well as the success of client’s accounts.

SIMON ENSOR
MANAGING DIRECTOR, YELLOWBALL

The beauty of Idea Drop is its simplicity and inclusivity – it allows everyone to
be a part of making change happen, regardless of their role or geographical
location.

LEE RANSON
CO-CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, EVERSHEDS SUTHERLAND
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ABOUT PLANBOX

Planbox is the pioneering provider
of cloud-based AI-Powered Agile
Innovation Management solutions
– from creative ideas to winning
projects. Their mission is to help
organizations thrive by
transforming the culture of agile
work, continuous innovation, and
creativity across the entire
organization. Their family of
products includes Collaborative
Innovation Management, Team
Decision Making, and Work
Management applications. Planbox
is designed to provide agile
innovation tools for everyone, built
for companies and teams of all
sizes and trusted by some of the
world’s most recognized brands
including Honeywell, Great-West
Life, Ontario Power Generation,
Sun Life Financial, Whirlpool, Willis
Towers Watson and Verizon with
millions of internal and external
users.
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We found the features in Planbox matched closely with our needs for innovation management.
This includes a simple interface for collecting ideas from across the organization, powerful
automation to enhance tracking, evaluating and reviewing ideas, flexible configuration to tailor
to different needs of various business areas, and easy-to-use reporting functionality.

JOANNA KONG
AVP AND PART OF THE INNOVATION LAB, SUN LIFE FINANCIAL

Planbox software met our criteria of capturing and managing idea
submission, automatically generating reports to monitor the innovation
process, and the flexibility to customize business rules and automate
communications.

KARIN BECKSTROM
SR. PRODUCT MANAGER, ERT

Black Box has been at the forefront of delivering customer-driven IT/AV technology and solutions for over 40
years. It was imperative for us to modernize our voice-of-customer and innovation management engine to
continue to meet the needs of our customers as they face unprecedented technological challenges at break
neck speeds. Planbox helps us to meet the needs of our customers much faster.

TOM STRADE
VICE PRESIDENT OF PRODUCT INNOVATION AND MARKETING, BLACK BOX

Planbox shows great potential for allowing us to tap into the innovative potential of
our employees. The challenge-based approach lends itself very well to inviting
employee input on issues that impact our ability to realize our vision and operational
plans.

MARK RAZZOLINI
VICE PRESIDENT OF PEOPLE, WELLNESS AND INNOVATION AND CHAIR, ALBERTA BLUE CROSS
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ABOUT VALO

Valo is an award-winning digital
workplace solution that people
simply love. Valo was born a long
time ago when they got frustrated
in re-inventing the intranet wheel
over and over again. And here they
are today, stronger than ever,
building better workplaces with
their award-winning products. Say
goodbye to long, expensive
customization and projects. Valo is
ready-made and can be
operational within weeks. Valo,
founded by Blue Meteorite, has
hundreds of global customers and
millions of users. Their strong Valo
Partner Network in Europe, North
America, and APAC means you’ll
get the best of their expertise
locally.
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Since adopting Valo Teamwork, Relats has set up over 30 digital work groups,
allowing workers to manage and share knowledge, make real-time
amendments and assign tasks and deadlines.

XAVI BOLADERES
IT DIRECTOR, RELATS

Thanks to Teamwork, our collaboration has been greatly simplified in
our daily work. The self-service function makes our life a lot easier.

ALAIN SAHLI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY, FLOWABLE GROUP

This solution offers us added value in all sorts of areas in our steps towards
the cloud environment. For example, it helps our employees to work more
closely together and share knowledge, anytime and anywhere.

ENGELINE SNIJDERS
TEAM LEAD ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT, OCI NITROGEN

It is a place where colleagues share their work and great developments in, for example,
educational innovation to inspire others. We believe sharing is multiplying. It is also an absolute
advantage to be able to work directly together with colleagues, and to work less from email.

SANDER DE JONG
INFORMATION MANAGER, REGGESTEYN SCHOOL
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